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WHITE HOUSE WINS PRIZE

M. H. Whitehouse, of Portland, Ore., a fifth year student of the Department of Architecture was awarded the travelling scholarship offered by Guy Lowell and others to the fifth year man who should best work out a certain problem in design. Miss Ida A. Ryan was awarded first mention, and L. C. Clarke, Jr., second mention. The problem was a clubhouse and garage for a state automobile club.

The value of the scholarship is $1200 to be expended in one year. The only conditions are that the winner shall sail for Europe by the first of September and remain abroad for a complete year unless otherwise authorized. The program for study abroad will be prepared in consultation with the Department of Architecture.

The nine competitors were given each a separate room in the middle of March and since that time have worked separately without seeing one another's drawings until the competition was finished, so that the drawings all showed originality and according to Prof. Chandlee were of exceeding merit.
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